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EDUCATTGAL PLANSM: ."'.7:5C17-Jr..:AL FRAMEWORM

An ?Mani' F-FOPt:WTICNS

In recent years a great deal of attention has been focused upon

planning in education: b rather impressive amount of literature has

emerged describing and generally advocating one or another planning

model and certain of these motels have been attempted in educatic6a1

settings with varying degrees cf s=cess.

At :east one major stuntling bock to effective implementation

of a planmtmg mc-le:has been the :ac k cf understanding as tc how a

system moves frcw the written destription of the plan*Ing redellthe

-

desi gn phase, tc the acv4e1 it'making the m -e, work. Too

. ..

little atteitict hai teen giver to 'V:* very.comolex set cf behaviors..
. .

. .

involved. in closing the gap betweem.design and itmlementation.
:

.
,

study of educational p..1.nrine the present authors attempted
. .

8

to identify the key variables ie. weti the design.atd implementatton of

a planning model and theii through .a concepttial frameyork show how these

,

ariablescould'meamirgfully-be're:esed. The pit-pose of the .framework.
was to.provide researchers and nrectitioners'with a "cognitivi map" of

,-- .

...
:

.--significentvariabf:es asskfeted witi. educational planning%educational

.

1

- %Adoxiginal, hypdilletical-fraiework,was first developed on the
f.

. .

basis of an extensive. revi.esrcif the. literature Guided by this frame-,

-

:

*ft, &U. -were 4ollect.ed-frbm over 75- school districts which had been
- ; -

Pt

-Identified as inziolvid in asystematro apprdith to planning. Also,
-

... &

::" in-Oepth case studies were,vxitt,en on four school districts, each of
. ; '.

-Odd& was aktemOting to implement an identifiably different planning ,..--)
, -

model.
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The original framework was relatively adequate in examining the

more specific mettcdoloEies and techniques or planning models (more

associated with the design phase). However, the data from the survey

and the case studies strongly s:aggested the need to include Veriables

which focus upon r.4e organizational and polltfcal nature of planning

(associated with implementation). The data also pointed to the need/

to examine theyariety of ways local school Iltrrets apply the plan-,

nin4 protess: Variables needed to to included to help understand the

instittionally idiosyncratic nature of planning, which often appeared

to modify the °pure" plenninc mode: found in tie, literature. This

modification was found to be due, in lerte measure, to administrative

style and operation, the 'Casks to te perftrmed, and the setting in..

which planning took' place.

The Conceptual Framework

The original frame was refined tc incorporate the'missing

variables and in its fiN4.1"form is or?anized around,Shree basic

categories:

1. Tichniques gad Methodologieem

2. Process Variables

3. Local Appaication Variables

4
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The Concentual Framevork -- An Cut:ine

(1) Technives and Methodo:ozies

--Scope of Participaion

-- target

=Pange of Context

Al:ocatfon

--:nvolvement Techniques

--:n!tia: Crianizatish

- -Points sf

- -Csnu:ton';s Fo:e

cf Pssponc":".'y

- -Toreet'Orsta

.

--Data aenaraticn

(2) Process Variab:es

3

'What are the specific

zechniques and methodologies

cf the p:anning approach?

- -Pattern lnvolvement

,
- -Commitmena Ca) 1::eneral Commitment

to elanning

(:) Commitment to the Specific

Planning Approach

(c) Commitment ts Participate

-1:Intarface Relationships

-r-Communication and Coordination

--Leadership and Risk-T4ing

--Lecisic.r.-Making Process

How does the

planning approach

gain and retain

legit4acy and

effectiveness in

the school systems
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(3) Local- Application Variables

--Mode3 (a) Design-Process.

.(b) Solution-Implementation.

(C) Descriptive

--Pclit4cal Behavior

--Planning and Change

arlanation oi" Variables in the Framework

Techniues and Met: cdclogies

ZS

How is the planning

approach.actually used

in the school system?

This category of variables focuses upon specific techniques and

'methodologies of planning models. The variables are characteristics

basic to planning and are often prescribed in 'Specific ways in the

literature dealing with planning models. Regardless of the degree of

prescription, each school system observed has to deal with the following

variables.

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATION:

Individuals and/or groups participating in the planning
A

process, or the population frtm which they are drawn.

TARGET TIME:

The length of the time into the future which is planned,

e.g.,. very short range (day-by-day decision), short range

(1-2 years), medium range (3-IL years), long range (5 years

or more).

RANGE OF CONTEXT: 4.

What is to be affected by the planning e.g., total system

vs. subsystem; total curriculum vs.

6

hematics curriculum.
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This variable could be considered a continuum from piece-

meal to completely integrated, system-vide planning.

RESOURCE ALLCCATION:

Time and funds allocated for the process of planning,

including the source and the amount.

INVOLVEMENT TECHNIOES:,

Techniques used by local system and/or consultants to gain

the involvement of individuals and/or groups in the planning

process.

INITIAL ORGANIZATION:

Steps taken and apparatus set up in the focal system prior

to the actual planning in order to facilitate the process,

e.g., selecting participants, creating committee syiems,

providing training sessions.
fir

5

.POINTSIOF INTERVENTION:

Points'along the planning process continuum when interventions

of some kind are'crucial to keep the planning process. moving.

CONSULTANT'S ROLE;

The role of the outside individuals and/or agency in

initiating, implementing, and giving character to planning

process, including funding.
- t

. LOCUS OF RESPONSIBILITY:

Identification of the highest level with the organization

responsible for planning.

TARGET GROUP(S) :

The identification of the people who are to be affected

_.- by the developed plans, e.g., certain groups of students.,

parents, teachers, etc.

7
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DATA GENERATION:

'Sources and processes used in the generation of data and

the use made of the data as Dart of the decision-making

process in planning.

The above items provide a convenient checklist for comparing'

planning models in general, and for Vgderstanding adaptations made

in lOcal systaTs. The items did discriminate among planning'models.

' and local school districts included in our study. They helped to

provide a partial inderstanding of the mode and direction of planning.

2. Process Variables

This category of variables focuses upon several processes which

are key variables as local school districts attempt to implement and
4

.

Sustain systematic planning. It deals mainly with the organizational

and political environment within which local planning must take place.

The variables deal.with the factors involved in gaining and retaining

legitimacy and effectiveness in the local school system, and give

another dimension to the more static items listed in the first category.

INITIATION:

This includes the source of stimulus fOr beginning systematic

planning (the person, group or agency which initiates the
. .

process) and the role of the initiator(s).

PAri4RN OF INVOLVEMENT:

The sequence and intensity of involvement of individuals,

and groups after the point of initiation.

eOMMIT6NT; 4

Three types of commitment are identifiable:

, 0

8
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(a) General Commitment to Planning -- -this refers to the

means by which ecommiXment is gained to the need for

the planning, and to the level of commitment actually

attained by participants in the system.

(b) Commitment to the Specific Planning Avoroach---

this refers to the means by which commitment is gained

to the specific procedures, processes, and demands of a

specific planning model.(e.g., PP3S, MB0), and to the

-level of commitment actually attained by Rarticipants in

the_Ustems-

(c) Commitment to Participatethis refers to the means

by which commitment is gained from relevant people to.

actively participate in planning activities and to the level

of commitment actually attained by participants in tht.system.

INTERFACE RELATIONSHIPS:

The planning process brings together diverse groups an4

works to achieve cooperation among them. The concept

"interface" is based upon the idea of territoriality and

in the socio-political differences which exist in subgroups

of complex systems (e.g.,' teacher.tplions and parent groups).

Interfabe issues are often conflict-laden and arise as

distinct groups'attempt. (or are forced) to developa

. working relationship - -or interface -."-with'other groups.

COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION:.

Formal planning usually entails the formation of new

groups and comkittees, new participants, an increased flow

9
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of information ant, in general, more organizational complexity.

This variable focuses upon the processes used to provide for '

the needed communication and coordination during planning.

LEADERSHIP AND RISK-TAKING:
4

c

Achieving change involves certain risk-taking behavior on

the part of leaders. The type of leadership and the degree

Itto which risk-taking behavior is characteri "ix of the

planning effort is included'in this item.

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS IN PLANNING:.

Operationally and ideally, planning entails organizing for,

making, and carrying out decisions concerning the future of

a system. The decision-making process in a systematic

Planning model may alter or reinforce the typical ortradi-

tional decision-making procesi of the system. New loci of

power may fdrm or the status quo may prevail. This item-

focuses attention upon the decision-making process during

planning, and on power and influence within the system,

and thee interrelationships of these with the planning process.

3. ..Local Application

There is inherent in every local setting certain idiosyncratic

factors which influence the mode"by which the planding model and the

process variables may be applied. These include'local politics, values,

customs, beliefs., ideologies, etc. Data from the study confirmed the

three different modes of planning identified by Kaufman:
4

MODE:

' (a) Design-Process Mode---assumes little or nothing about

i o

X
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the validity of the ongoing -system and is a complete approach,

from needs assessment through implementation and evaluftion

of plans. This approach is the idealized tom of planning

found in much of the literature and includes the setting of

priorities for the system. It also suggests continuous

'planning and feedbaCk as opposed to periodic and/or crisis

planning.

. .

ib) Solution-Implementation Mode---is concerned with the

'identification and implementation of solutions; and assumes

a qalid need exists or that the Ongoing goals and objectives

of the system need not be considered.or altered.

(c) Descriptive Mode---emphasis is upon .simply describing

.the existing and/or desired system, but not on alternative

solutions or on implementation of plans. Whether by design

or not, schools following this mode to the exclusion of the

others give the appearance of having "bogged dOwn in verbiage

(a not uncommon mode, for manyof the districts included in our

study). ,

Kaufman related.these three modes to t1ie steps fh the planning

process. Schematically, he shoved the, relationship as follows:5

1.0
Identify
Problems

(from
Needs)

Descriptive
Mode

2.0
Determine
Solution
Requirements
and
Alternative

3.0'
Select
Solution
Strategies
from
Alternatives

4.o
Implement

15.9
Determine
Perforniance

Effectiveness

Solution-Impiecentation Mode

Design Process Mode

11
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POLITICAL tEHAVIOR:

An important redurring theme in the analysis of the case

studies concerns the political behavior of the participants

(individuals and/or group) in the planning process. To a

very largedegree, it was this behavior that determined

and defined the local application of the planning process

(i.e.., modified the planning process to fit the stio-

syncretic characteristics of the local school district).

This item recognized planning processeseas political

resources which are acted uppn and used by participants.

:At least two types of political behavior are identifiable:

1. Influencing - emphasis is upon applying pressure,

tactics to maintai or alter certain aspects of the planning

model (e.g., any or all' of the variables listed under

Techniques and Methodologies). The intensity of this style

is measured by the personal or group stake in the results

of planning,

2. Controlling - seeks to control the planning process ,

itself and utilize it asa political resource for select
. .

'individuals or groups who seek tocreqte cpnditions a) to

,

centralize or decentralize Vcision making, ;) to reinforce

the status quo,or to roster gradual Or suddenchange, and

C) to dreate Aew goals or ,define, old ones more clearly.

Pactbrs which define this item include control of inforn,
4

motion, initiation of new ideas, composition of planning

groups and the. locus of the final decisions in the planning

process.

12
1
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;PUNNING AND CHANGE:

41 great dkal of acts miry can go on in a system which can be
. i

called " planning" Without actual change taking place.

Planning can functionally be used to preserve the. status

.quo and ensure preservation into the future. Planning

t

can also be a tool rot. k-inging about change.. This variable

, focuses attention on the actual change (or lack of izras

r i -

a result of olannfniz and,st..ggests that 'the local use of
.1

planning can te, but need'ncs te, change oriented.

Plannihg invcives acting upcn values in order to create adesired

system in the future. Thei-asher bland and technical language of

,much of the literature on planning not withstanding, the actual use

and local application of a 'panning model will vary greatly. The

t
mode of planning, peliticar. behavlor, ind degree of change are all

variables whicF have influence upon and will be influenced by the-
,

model of plannk and the process variables.

The Relationship of the Three Categories

The above three categories are related. In effect, planning

techniques and methodologies are implemented through process variables

' and adapted for specific local application. Put another the local

environment of the school system and the nature of the process variables

cause adaptations in the techniques and methodologies of planning.
W

the relationship is shown schematically below.

13
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METHODOLOGIES
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. PROCESS . . LOCAL

VARIABLES
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APPLICATION
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This franework suggests then that sec is there a "pure" planning 1

model in operation in a school s: std. Instead, the planting model Is

modified tithe process variables and local application. In the process ra

of gaining and retaining legitimacx an effectiveness within a system,

the "pure" planning model is modified and sometimes 4...astioally changed.

Applying-the Conceptual Framework and Fesearoh Propositions

The emerging literature cn educational planning has concentrated

to a very large degree upon describing the techtiques, procedures end

methodologies of given planning modeLs. life such descriptions may

serve as useful guides -todieducators, shey do tot account for the very

complex variables that cause the same plAting-tede; ie.g., MS) to

be expressed differently in each of the settings atilizing it. Neither

do these descriptions deal with the complex variables that are involved

in spelling the Sifference between suvess orfailure.in the planning

process.

A-major weakness of this literature is that it is &theoretical in

natui and almost devciti_of research fl.ndings which will yield mean-

ingful insights into the viability of given planning models. It devotes

very little attention to relating conciptally the social, political,

ecoyomic and orgatizational variables, which individually and through

interaction determinethe nature and scope,of planning at the school

district level. .

The conceptual framework described in the present article is

derived frogs. recently completed study of educational planning. In

brief, theframework suggests a dependent, reciprocal relationship

4
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among three categories cf variables; netodologies and technioues, process,

and local application. Each category is influenced by and in turn defines

the other. A "pure" planning model is modified by process and local

application resulting in a planning cceigUration that is socio-sncritic

to the setting in which it takes place.

A basic advantage of this framework is that it provides a means

for viewing the dynamic inter-relationship among three categories of

variables which are relevant to the planning process. It also provides
Iit

the basis for suggesting certain researchable propositions about educe-

tional planning.

The faiowingpropositions, selected from a large number as

examples,_aYe based on research using the framework by the present

authors:

Proposition Educational planning Is an activity initiated

by the chief administrative officer of,a given system. The
chief administrative officer plays the key role in initiation
in local systems by (a) active leadership and/or '(b) legitimation.

Proposition 2: Systematic educational planning is initiated by
cosmopolitan superintendents Who have strong formal and informal
links to 'regional, state and federal agencies and organizations.

Proposition 3: The initiationof local planningis related to
external stimuli, especially (a) the availability of external
sources of funding, (b) the geographic proximity of external
agencies which are attempting to induce local planning, and
(cthe climate and inducements set by state departmentsof
educition.

Proposition 4: Interventions are needed to keep a planning
process from "bogging down" and to give continued direction to
the process. Such interventions are not usually built into
planning models and must be developed locally.

Proposition 5: Inherept in educational planning models is the
mandate for the greater:involvement of participants.
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Prowsiticn 4: Educational planning processes are political
.resources and will be used,to reinforce the values and goals
of those who control .them.

,Proposition 7: Planning models include decision making processes
uhich are open, rational, and based on. collected data. These
processes may be used in.attempts either to reinforce or Change
the customary decision-making process'in'a school district.

A
. 9

Proposition 8: The decision-making process in educational
plhnning will become a political issue when (a) planning is,
conducted on controversial topics, and/or (0,there is a lack

loca-NFonsensus on sohls, and/or (c) the customary dec ;sion -

making process -of a school district is: Changed by the planning

process

Proposition,: The most serious problems faced by school leaders
in developing-systematic local planning are "people-related"
rather thaA related to the technioues and methodologies of plan-
nihg. The most serious problems are (a) gaining commitment of
participants in the system to the need for planning, (b) garning.

4 their commitment to and active nai-ticipation in the svecific
processes used, (c) finding and allocating the necessary time
for planning to take place, and (d) dealing with interface issues
which arise as diverse groupscome.together to plan.

Proposition 10: pcternal 'consultants are usually involved in
the initiation an impledentation of local educational plafining.
Besides training participants. in the process, they often influence
the level of expectation of participadts touard.planning and the
style of planning (e.g., amount of participation).

Proposition 11: The "pure" planning models found in the litera-
ture are m9dified when transla0d to the local setting. The
character of local,process variableiand adaptations made fore
local application mot* strongly influence success and direction
pf planning than the specific iodel used.

Conclusion
,

ti

Systematic planning is an activity growing in popularity and

importance. At Present, a research bah ii.missing. Most of the

literature is generally atheoretical, concentrating upon the descrip-

tion bf one or another model.

17
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The greatest gap in the literature involves the issues relating to

the implenentation and continuation of planning in a local setting.

The movement' from the wriiten description of a planning model to its

actual use in a school system involves a complex set of behaviors. It

also involves modifications and adaptations nade locally which invari-

ably change the "pure" planning as 'found in the literature.

The variables presented in the present article were found to be

significant factors in the planting process as local systems attempted

to use planning models. The conceptual framework, relates to the three

categories of variables.. The framework should help the practitioner and

researcher focus upon the process by which.a planning model is inplemented

and adapted locally. The framework and its variables suggest researchable

propositions, an important first step in building the needed research

base for planning. linpefully, the framework-vill also focus mole atten-

1
tion on the process and local application yariables, rather than the

current, almost exclusive emphasis cn the 'techniques and methodologies

of planning.-

s.

.1
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